Geographic distribution of urologists throughout the United States using a county level approach.
The adequacy of the urologist work force in absolute numbers and relative distribution is unclear. To develop effective policies addressing the needs of an aging population we must better understand the urologist work force. We assessed the geographic distribution of urologists throughout the United States at the county level and determined the county characteristics associated with increased urologist density. County level data from the Department of Health and Human Services Area Resource File and the United States Census were analyzed in this ecological study. Logistic regression and ordinal logistic regression models were built to identify predictors of urologist density, defined as the number of urologists per 100,000 individuals. National patterns of urologist density were mapped graphically at the county level. Overall 63% of the counties in the United States lack a urologist. Based on multivariate models urologists were less likely to be found in nonmetropolitan counties (OR 0.57, 95% CI 0.46-0.72) and rural counties (OR 0.03, 95% CI 0.02-0.06) than in metropolitan counties, which confirmed visually mapped models. Patterns of urologist density also appeared to be influenced by climate and county education levels rather than by traditional socioeconomic measures. Urologists younger than 45 years old were 3 times less likely to be located in nonmetropolitan and rural counties than their older counterparts. The uneven distribution of urologists throughout the United States is likely to worsen as younger physicians continue to cluster in urban areas. Governing bodies must consider this distribution in their calls for increasing the number of training positions.